
 

CULTURE INFORMATION AND PASTORALIST DEVELOPMENT 

P. o. Box 302-60700 MOYALE 
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PROCUREMENT COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON SUNDAY 8/3/2020 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

1.  Gufu Guyo 

2.  Gufu Duba 

3.  Paul Guyo 

4. Shana Golicha 

5.  Abdub Halake 

INTRODUCTION 

The meeting started off at 9.40 am. The chairman Mr Gufu Guyo welcomed members and 

informed members that the main agenda of the meeting was to a award tenders for supply of 

goods and services to Obbitu village for the year 2020.He said process of opening tender delayed 

because he had an accident and was in the hospital. 

The chairman said two OVC management committee members were involved in a awarding of 

tenders to bidders to be more transparent and supportive  

SETTING CONDITIONS AND CRITERIA FOR AWARDING TENDER 

1.  Genuine and eligible business 

2.  capacity of bidder to supply goods and eventually provide genuine delivery note, invoice 

and receipts 

3.  whether the bidder is practising the business or quoted for the sake of starting the 

business with CIPAD 

4.  Conflict of interest to be declared an avoided. Members agreed to be fair to avoid 

challenges in future 

Members agreed to give more than one option when a awarding to avoid problems when there is 

scarcity of goods. Not to use a single entity to supply goods, for example the project can decide 

to engage two hardwares stores to supply building materials so that when some materials are not 

available at hardware A the project can get materials from hardware B. 



They also agreed to give more opportunity to small traders in the market to boost local market 

and reach many people. 

They also agreed not to renew previous suppliers for all goods and services 

It was also found to be labourers to change suppliers after every six months, hence concluded to 

give time frame of one year contract 

Mr Gufu Duba suggested that whoever is given the tender for supply of maize and beans for 

HBC should provide clean food. 

Members also noted that market price changes with seasons and quality of goods.in the 

agreement a clause should be framed to cater for changes in price. Prices should be within a 

range have minimum and maximum limit. 

1.  FUEL AND LUBRICANTS 

There were only two bidders for petrol and diesel, Gabare filling station and Gummi service 

station. Both petrol stations quoted the same price for petrol at 122 shillings per litre. Gummi 

service station quoted 115 shillings for a litre of diesel while Gabare filling station quoted at 113 

shillings per litre. 

Members discussed at length and prices fluctuate frequently. They also noted quality of their fuel 

is good as they get from Nairobi by tankers. They concluded to approve both filling stations to 

supply fuel and lubricants 

2.  HARDWARE MATERIALS 

Baretum and Alfajiri hardware’s were the only bidders who brought their quotations. Members 

perused through their documents and found out there price were the same for items they quoted.it 

was also noted that this are the only hardware shops in sololo town and therefore members felt 

and agreed to approve both to be suppliers to the project. 

3.  CLOTHES AND UNIFORMS 

There were two quotations from Garbi enterprise and Afatu garments. Members discussed and 

concluded to raise tender when there is need to purchase home clothes for HBC and Obbitu 

children. 

Prices for uniforms were compared and members found out that prices for Afatu garments were 

fairer. Afatu garments was cheaper, had more details and more specific to dresses needed. Hence 

Afatu garment was approved to be the supplier for school uniforms. 

 

 



4.  VEGETABLES 

There was only one quotation for supply of vegetables from Garbi grocery. Members agreed to 

re advertise to get more bidders to make comparison 

5.  OBBITU CHILDREN FOOD 

There were two bidders for supply of Obbitu children food from the shops. KAYO shop and 

Guyo Hassan Wario. Members agreed that both were previous suppliers and therefore agreed to 

re advertise to give opportunity to others. 

6.  HBC FOOD  

There were six bidders for supply of maize and beans for HBC monthly food ration. This were 

 1. Dansa food store sololo 

2. Halima Mako Dofa 

3.  Mukh Guraa enterprises 

4.  Liban cereals and groceries 

5.  Garbi grocers 

6.  Garbi enterprises 

Members made a general discussion about their knowledge on this business entities.it was found 

out that Mukh gura enterprise is not from sololo town but from Moyale and therefore for not 

considered. Garbi enterprise was also very expensive and Garbi grocers specialise in sales of 

vegetables hence both were disqualified. 

Comparison was made between 3 entities and prices quote are given per kilogram as follows 

                                                      Maize            Beans 

1 Dansa food store                      45                 100  

2 Liban cereals and groceries    40                  85 

3 Halima Mako Dofa                  40                 100        

The members after deliberation awarded the tender for maize and beans to Halima Mako Dofa 

and Dansa food store Sololo since there will be price fluctuations. The two are genuine and sale 

their commodities in Sololo Market while the other do not sale maize and beans in the market. 

Their prices will be controlled by the market price and not fixed. 



The members also discussed the lower limit and maximum price can go higher above the quoted 

price depending on the current market price. Therefore maximum price for maize was set to 50 

kshs for 1kg tin and 120 kshs for beans. 

 

Minutes recorded and compiled by Abdub Halake Sign --------------------- Date ----- 

Confirmed by Gufu Guyo Sign -------------------------------------- Date ------------------ 

 

 

 

 


